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Abstract:The collection of dust and dirt on to the panel surface creates lots of issues like reduction in efficiency of panel, 
reduction in life of panel. Not only dust and dirt but sea salts when power plants are mounted on sea, cleaning becomes a 

great issue for plant owners. This paper constructs a robot which will help readers to solve this cleaning issue in cost-

effective way. By employing simple methods the autonomous robot is constructed in such a way that it increases the panel 

efficiency as well as its life in smart way. Analysis is the key part of this project. All analyzed data, power output generation 
of each panel as well as total plant is conveyed to owner in very user-friendly way. This robot also helps in predicting 

breakage of panel. 
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 Introduction 

The perfect way for clean energy future is nothing but solar power. Great amount of energy is received from sun 

everyday as compared to the power needed by people on earth. While generating solar power, solar panels 

doesn‟t release any harmful emission.  This is the main reason why each and every country is investing huge 

amount of money, efforts and time in installing solar power plants. The main problem which power plant 

owners are facing is nothing but dust or dirt accumulation on to the panel. The cleaning issue is becoming 

bigger and bigger day by day. Previously when number of panels in one plant was less, people used to employ 

people in order to clean panels. Employing people for cleaning panel proved to be a good option. But when 

number panels per unit started to increase, it became hard to employ people and manage them. Now a day‟s 

people are opting for solar farms. In solar farms the number of panels are in so huge number that employing 

people and paying them for the same is becoming expensive. Installers of power plants claim that the power 

plant is almost maintenance free but the cost of cleaning panels after its installation is adding unnecessary cost. 

But ignoring cleaning issue is not an option.  

It has been concluded from many analysis that the accumulation of dust, dirt, sea salt reduces efficiency of solar 

power plant to a great extent. Dust and dirt also contributes in reducing life of panels. People are also opting the 

installation of power plants on to the sea. Sea installed solar power panels have a problem of accumulation of 

sea salts on to the panel surface. Like dust accumulation, sea salt accumulation doesn‟t only have problem of 

reduction of efficiency or reduction of life of panel but accumulation of sea salt on panel surface also 

contributes towards damaging of aluminum casing of the panel. Also employing people for panel cleaning of sea 

installed plants is next to impossible in terms of cost and efforts. So it is best to switch at automatic panel 

cleaning option.  

This paper helps to conquer the cleaning issue in a very cost effective way. The beauty of the solution proposed 

by this paper is that it is complete man less. The decisions made by automatic cleaning process to clean panel 

are completely based on the dust analysis. So it is an intelligent system which solves the cleaning issue to a great 

extent.   

 

System Design  

A. Robotic Cleaning Process 

When dust or dirt is accumulated on the surface of panel, there is a loss of illumination intensity to a great 

extent. Due to this phenomenon, there are some adverse effects which takes place. Some of them are: 

a) It reduces the power efficiency 

b) As deposited dust layer blocks modules, hotspots and dead cells are generated 

c) This all leads to decrease in the overall efficiency of the plant. 

Cells which are shaded (cells that are covered by dust), does not generate sufficient power. So these shaded cells 

are not able to produce sufficient amount of power in order to match other cells. They act as a dead load to other 

cells which are working perfectly. This all can lead to a permanent damage of solar panel. Hence it is absolutely 

necessary to design a system which will solve this cleaning issue with minimum hardware requirement. One of 

the also essential factor for automated cleaning solution is that it must be low cost.   

While designing this automated cleaning mechanism for solar panels, there are various factors which one need to 

consider. Some of these factors are: 
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a) Mechanism when employed for large sized plants like solar farms, one need to focus on multiplicity of 

panels for cleaning. 

b) While planning for movement of robot on to the row, one has to detect edges for obtaining proper and 

neat output of cleaning. 

c) When solar panels are installed by installers, they always place these panels in inclined position in order 

to achieve maximum possible output. So while designing automated cleaning system, the factor 

„Inclination of Panel‟ has to be considered seriously. 

d) The care should also has to be taken that after completion of each cycle of operation, the user has to get 

complete information related to cleaning process. This needs a strong algorithm in order to complete the 

task. 

e) The cleaning process is needs a strict and scheduled time of operation. Designer has to consider timing 

factor in priority basis.  

f) Path selected for the movement of automated cleaning process has to design in such a way that in single 

go robot must be able to clean maximum area. 

B. Block Diagram 

 

 
Fig 1: Block Diagram 

 

Fig 1 showsthe architecture of automated cleaning system. The beauty of this project is nothing but it keeps 

updated user about all the information about cleaning process going on, onto the field. So it is necessary to 

establish a communication network which will communicate all the field status to user in a convenient way. The 

most essential demand which comes from user is that the display of the system information must be in user 

friendly way. The system designed in this paper will display various parameters related to field operation 

condition. It will communicate user about the cleaning process initiation. It will continuously inform user if the 

robots are in idle position or cleaning process is being carried out in that movement. The number of robots 

working currently or on that particular movement is also communicated continuously. It will also tell about the 

number of panels cleaned every day. Average time required to cleaning all these panels is calculated by the 

system and then conveyed to user for further analysis. The power output generated on the same day is displayed 

on the screen of user.  

The operation is carried out depending on dust analysis method as well as the daylight status. Panels are cleaned 

at night time as well. So before panel start generating output they are cleaned neatly guarantying maximum 

output generation. This light status (Day/Light) is also displayed on user screen. Robot is charged by the first 

panel in the row, it is necessary to monitor its charging status time to time. System also serves this purpose. The 

charging information is also displayed on user screen. The specialty of this project is that it helps the user to 

predict the breakage of the panel. The power output of each panel is calculated and monitored for defined time 

by user and then decision is being made whether the breakage of panel is possible or not. 

As shown in the architectural diagram, there are several nodes present on field. These nodes are nothing but 

node MCU and a current sensor. Each individual panel is connected one current sensor. In this project current 

sensor ACS 712 is employed. These current sensor communicate current generation of each panel through node 
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MCU. This data is analyzed by one main controller attached to the cleaning assembly or to a robot. This 

controller is nothing but another node MCU. This controller will take decision on the basis of data received by it 

through other node MCU. And the decisions are made. The main controller will decide whether any of the panel 

in a row needs a cleaning or not. The decision is also made that if panel cleaning status is yes, then which panel 

needs cleaning. Its row number and column number is detected by running proper algorithm and it is also 

updated on user page. Each node will have suitable mechanical structure which will carry out the movement of 

robot. The mechanical structure used by robot of this system is as shown in following fig 2: 

 

 

 
Fig 2: Rack-N-Pinion Arrangement for Robot Movement 

As shown in above diagram, it is clear that for robot fine movement, the “Rack-N-Pinion” arrangement is 

employed. Robot moves smoothly from one end to another end in horizontal position. The cleaning broom is 

attached at the other end of robot and it is conveniently placed on to the panel. Once robot starts moving in 

horizontal direction, a delay is assigned to stop its horizontal movement once it is reached to next level.  At the 

next level the broom is made to rotate clockwise and anticlockwise for small amount of time in order to clean 

the surface neatly. Once cleaning of that part is done the robot carry on its movement in horizontal direction. 

All the data generated at node MCU is collected together and sent to Raspberry-pi controller for communication 

establishment purpose. Raspberry-pi will receive all the information with the help of Wi-Fi module present on 

it. The webpage has been created in user friendly way. With the help of data from Node MCU, this webpage is 

updated from time to time. Hence it is easy with this robot to keep a log of power generated by the plant. 

 

System Implementation 

 

Fig 3. Shows the Autonomous cleaning system: 

 
Fig 3: Overall look of AI based Solar Panel Cleaning System. 
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Fig4 : Mechanical arrangement for brush holding and robot movement 

 

As mentioned earlier, the typical demand from any customer is having a user-friendly interface. So the webpage 

which has been created by this system to communicate all the information to user will look alike following fig 5: 

 

 
Fig 5: Webpage screenshot after running robot algorithm 

 

 

Conclusion 

The main purpose of this paper is to show how it is necessary to clean the panels on regular basis. It also helps 

reader to see how dust and dirt can affect the panel efficiency and also its life. The paper helps to solve these 

issues in cost-effective way. Robot constructed in this paper is the simplest method to resolve this issue. It 

provides man less solution for difficulties faced by power plant owners in order maintain their plants. It also 

helps in increasing the overall power output just by cleaning all these panel and all the analysis is done by this 

robot and conveyed to user on daily basis.    
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